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Greek polis or the Renaissance cit¡state, but poets can revive the lyric
practices of those times, as Horace revived Greek meters, eighteenth-

century Englishmen revived the Pindaric ode, Pound took up the trou-

badours, Eliot promoted the metaphysical lyric, and mid-twentieth-century

poets resurrected the long-dormant sestina. A genre is notjust a histor-

ical evolution but a historically evolving set ofpossibilities with potential

to surprise.

The claim is, then, that a broad conception oflyric as genre is helpful

for thinking about short, nonnarrative poetry, permitting exploration of
its historical tradition, making salient its discursive strategies and pos-

sibilities in a range ofperiods and languages. In an afterword to an issue

of PMLA on genre, Bruce Robbins argues that the case for genre is its ca-

pacity to encourage historical comparison. Genre is a crucial instrument

combatting the professional inclination to focus on a particular literary

period-which he calls a "nðrm that has been adopted for a long time out

oflaziness. It is one level ofmagnification among others, no less valid than

any other but also no less arbitrary." Genre, he insists, offers us ttv€rsions

ofhistory that take us beyond the period-by-period agenda ofour ordi-

nary studies." "Why " he concludes, "would criticism voluntarily deprive

itselfofthe additional scale oftransperiodic vision and the aggregations

it brings into view?"82 Why indeed, especiall¡ if a capacious generic con-

cept can also enlarge possibilities of reading and engagement?

THREE

Theories of the L2ric

fl espite the proliferation of theory in literary studies since the 196os'

lJ tittt" attention has been paid to the theory oflyric. We could even say

that since the rg3os theoretical discourses that focus on poetry have had

in view something other than the lyric.Julia Kristeva's accountin La Réao-

Iution d,uløngøgeþoétique (Revolution in Poetic Language) treats literary

production and indeed linguistic production in general as a dialectic of

h semiotique andle s2mbolique, two modalities of discourse which are in-

separable in the process of ttsignifiancer" but her analysis gives as much

weight to the prose of Lautréamont as to the poetry ofMallarmé and does

not lead to a theory of the lyric. Heidegger offers an eloquent philoso-

phical account ofpoetry focused especially on lyric examples-primarily

the poetry of Hölderlin-but while taking poerry as the privileged site for

the unconcealment or presencing of Being and the happening of Truth,

Heidegger is disdainful of poetics, of attention to prosod¡ image, and

other features of the language of poems, and indeed distinguishes Dicå-

tung, tÍûe poetry attuned to Being, from Poesie, which one might translate

as ltpoetizing." Heidegger's lack of interest in genre or in features of genre

and his conception ofpoetry as a condition of ontology make his thought
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92 THEOBY OF THE LYRIC

an unpromising starting point for a theory of the lyric.' We do better to

turn to Hegel, whose detailed account of the lyric can prove very useful.

1. Hegel

Hegel provides an explicit theory of the lyric in the context ofhis Aesthetiæ,

a systematic account of the arts that is internally coherent and follows a

developmental logic. Although his theory is of interest in itself, it com-

pels attention above all as the fullest expression of the romantic theory of
the lyric-articulated also in various forms and less systematically by

others-which has exercised vast influence, even among those who have

never read a word of Hegel. For him, as for others, lyric is the subjective

genre ofpoetry, as opposed to epic, which is objective, and drama, which

is mixed. In the lyric the "content is not the object but the subject, the

inner world, the mind that considers and feels, that instead ofproceeding

to action, remains alone with itself as inwardness and that therefore can

take as its sole form and final aim the self-expression ofsubjective life"
(to38).' Poetry is an expressive form, and even what is most substantive

is communicated as t'the passion, mood or reflection" of the individual.
Its distinguishing feature is the centrality of subjectivity coming to con-

sciousness ofitselfthrough experience and reflection (974, rrrg).

Before entering into detail, it is worth noting the place of lyric in the

overall scheme ofHegel's aèsthetics, for the account oflyric is determined

less by observation of the features of particular poems (which often do

not fit the model particularþ well) than by the logic and architectonic of
the whole system. Art forms are a material realization of spirit-man has

the impulse to produce himself and recognize himself in whatever is ex-

ternal to him-and they follow a developmental logic ofprogressive ide-

alization. Thus, architecture is the beginning of art, inwhich heavymatter

predominates and spirit has not yet realized itself; spiritual life only
ttglints in itr" aspirationally; there is merely an external or symbolic rela-

tion between content and form. Sculpture still uses "heavy matter): but

achieves an expression of spirit, which is given a corporeal shape: em-

bodied spirituality becomes the content of the work and there is a realized

unity of material form and spiritual content. Then come three arts that

give expression to spirit as spirit, as spirit frees itself and dominates

external matter. Painting no longer uses heavy matter in its three spatial
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but a mere surface to achieve a first ttinwardizingt'or spiritu-

of the external, transforming real sensuous appearance into sem-

while still employing a physical medium of representation. Music

spatial objectivity and uses the medium of sound alone for the

of "explicitly shapeless feeling which cannot manifest itself in

outer world and its reality but only through an external medium that

and is cancelled at the very moment of its expression." It is thus

advanced stage ofspiritualization than painting, but it still relies

sensuous form of sound. Finall¡ poetry is ttthe absolute and true

of the spirit and its expression as spirit, since everything that con-

conceives and shapes spiritually within its own inner being

alone can adopt, express? and bring before our imagination."

is more spiritualized or idealized since it does not rely on the senses:

is not, for Hegel, tta sensuous existent in which the spiritual

can find a corresponding reality," though he does in other ways

for the importance of the organization of the signifier in lyric (as I
below and in Chapter 4). Poetry "tries to present to the spiritual

and contemplation the spiritual meanings which it has

within its own soul" (626).

in general thus manifests for Hegel the progressive selÊrealization

this case, increasing spiritualization or idealization, as the

means become less important. The theoretical relations among

arts recapitulate an historical developmen* symbolic art of the archaic

is best represented by architecture (e.g., the Pyramids), whereas

is the acme of classical art, and the three arts he calls otromantic"

music, and poetry) find their fullest development in the era of
individualism. ttRomantict' art, for Hegel, means essentially

of the Christian era, hence medieval and postmedieval art, and its

moments include Christian piet¡ chivalr¡ Shakespearean

and the art of nations. Although the development of art in-

a progressiveþ more intense manifestation of spirit, this should not

as progress in all respects, since for Hegel classical art is

consummation of the realm of beauty. Nothing can be or become

beautifulr" because the spirit is completely realized in external ap-

Yet, he adds, "there is something higher than the beautiful

of spirit in its immediate sensuous shape"-whence the
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94 THEORY OF THE LYRIC

transcending of the sensuous material in romantic art, where spirit is

"pushed back into itselfout ofits reconciliation in the corporeal into a

reconciliation of itself with itself" (5r7-5r8). The classical world couÌd

achieve the harmonious fusion of spirit and world, but the later era suÊ

fers a split between spirit and sensuous world (this will be important for
lyric). The inadequacy of the external world for the fullest display of the

depth and complexity of spirit means that for romantic art, beauty be-

comes something subordinate to the spirit's reconciliation with itself.

When we turn to poetry within this conceptual framework, we find that

lyric best exemplifies the process of spiritualization, the reflexive action

of consciousness: "For romantic art the lyric is as it were the elementary

fundamental characteristic" (¡28). Lyric becomes the poetic norm, for the

external world enters only insofar as the spirit finds in it a stimulus for its

activity (972). Hegel distinguishes two operations that characterize lyric:
on tlre one hand, the lyric poet "absorbs into hímself the entire world of
objects and circumstances and stamps them with his own inner conscious-

ness"; on the other the poet "discloses his selÊconcentrated heart, , , .

raises purely dull feeling into vision and ideas, and gives words and

language to this rich inner life" (tnr). In both cases lyric differs from epic,

whose unity derives from action: in lyric, though "episodes" are not for-

bidden, the unity of the poem is provided by the poet's inner movement

ofsoul (rrrg).

Although the essence of lyric for Hegel is subjectivity attaining con-

sciousness ofitselfthrough self-expression, he stresses that the lyric pro-
cess is one ofpurification and universalization: "Poetry does deliver the

heart from the slavery to passion by making it see itself, but does not stop
at merely extricating this felt passion from its immediate unity with the

heart, but makes of it an object purifled from all accidental moods."
But it is not liberation from leebngso much as liberation ez feeling: "this
emergence from the self means only liberation from that immediate,
dumb, void-oÊideas concentration of the heart which now opens out to

selÊexpression and therefore grasps and expresses in the form ofself-
consciousness what formerþ was only felt." The lyric is not a cri de coeur.

It becomes "the language of the þoetic inner life, and therefore however
intimately the insights and feelings which the poet describes as his own
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belong to him as a single individual, they must nevertheless possess a uni-

versal validity" (rnr-nrz).
Thus, despite the centrality of subjectivity to his account of the essen-

rial nature of the lyric, subjectivity functions as a principle ofunity rather

than a principle of individuation: what is essential in this theory is not

that the formulations of a lyric reflect the particular experience of an

individual but that they be attributed to a subject, which brings them

togerher. While for Hegel the point of unity must be the inner life of the

poet, this life may be "fragmented and dispersed into the most diversified

particularization and most variegated multiplicity of ideas, feelings, im-

pressions, insights, etc.; and their linkage consists solely in the fact that

one and the same self carries them, so to say) as their mere vessel." To pro-

vide this linkage the poet "must identify himselfwith this particulariza-

tion ofhimself . . . so that in it he feels and envisages hirnself" (tt33)' The

tension between conceiving the poetic subjectivity as a mere vessel and

requiring that the poet identify himselfwith this particularization ofhim-

self illustrates the tension between the demands of Hegel's formal system

of poetic possibilities and the logic of the progressive realization of the

spirit, in which the goal is for the subject to realize itself as itself (whence

Hegel,s inclination at certain moments to deploy notions of genuineness

or authenticity as a standard of poetic value). Differentiating lyric from

the narrative style of epic, Hegel sketches a series oflyric fypes, from hymns

or dithyrambs and psalms, in which the poetic subjectivity is subordi-

nated to the divine subject, to odes, where the subjectivity of the poet be-

comes ttthe most important thing of all," to the song, where ttthe whole

endless variety oflyric moods and reflections is spread out" (n4t-t4z)'

while declaring that the poet must recognize himself as himself in the

particularization that his lyric offers, Hegel notes that despite the details

a poet presents, ,.we have no inclination at all to get to know his partic-

ular fancies, his amours, his domestic affairs, . . . we want to have in front

of us something universally human so that we can feel in poetic sympathy

with it.,, He evinces particular admiration for lyrics of Goethe which "may

be called convivial" in that a man in society ttdoes not communicate his

self " but,putting "his particular individuality in the background," amuses

the company with his anecdotes and reflections, ttand yet, whatever he
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may portray, there is always vividly interwoven with it his own artistic

inner life, his feelings and experiences." Hegel thus allows for such per-

formances as Goethe's "Heidenröslein" (discussed in Chapter r) and at

this point explicitly countenances a wide range oflyric possibilities, from

"wholly senseless gibberish, tra-la-la, singing purely for the sake ofsinging,"

which can offer a "pureþ lyric satisfaction ofthe heart," to poems of Schiller

which articulate "a mind which has as its highest interests the ideals of
life and beauty and the imperishable rights and thoughts of mankind"
(nzr-rrzz).

Hegel devotes twenty pages to versification, where he describes a great

division in the history oflyric, based on prosody and its epistemological

implications. What he calls the "rþthmical versification" of the classical

lyric, with a prosody based on vowel quantity rather than on accent, leads

to very flexible melodic possibilities, whereas the stress meters ofmodern,
noninflected languages highlight the most meaningful syllables, especially

with the "thumping" ofrhyme (roz8). In rþthmical versiflcation "the spir-

itual meaning is noi yet independently emphasized and does not deter-

mine the length ofsyllables or the accent; on the contrary the sense ofwords

is entirely fused with the sensuous element of sound and temporal dura-

tion, so that this external element can be given its full rights in serenity

and jo¡ and ideal form and movement can be made the sole concern"
(rozz). In the modern, Christian era, there is a fall from the unalienated

harmonies of classical verse and the experience of time that it affords: in
modern languages the power of a more independent rþthm is "damped
down" and stress on the meaningful syllables highlights the spiritual
meaning, separating it from sound, while rhyme draws attention more

forcefully to the sounds themselves. Rhyme thus brings new emphasis both

to the coincidence of material form of the two rhyme words and to the

difference ofmeaning that separates them. The result is ttalienated time

the time of unhappy consciousness, the experience ofmodernity."3
Prosody contributes to the role of subjectivity in the lyric. Conscious-

ness recognizes itselfin the organization ofsensuous material in classical

prosod¡ but in postclassical prosody accent falls especially on the mean-

ingful words, giving consciousness the experience of the spiritualization
ofmatter in the concept. Rhyme, bringing like-sounding words together,
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highlights the separation of sound from meaning' generating an expen-

ence ofinteriorit¡ and bringing memory centrally into pla¡ contributing

subjectivity's self-recognition. Compared with the rþthmical versifl-

of classical poetry, rhyme ttis on the one hand more material

but, on the other hand, within this material existence more abstract in

itselft'; it draws ttthe mind's and ear's memory to a recurrence of the same

or associated sounds and meaning, a recurrence in which the percipient is

made conscious of himself and in which he recognizes himself as the

activity of creation and apprehension and is satisfred" (roz8-roz9). The

selÊrecognition afforded by lyric is thus, through the functioning of

modern prosod¡ that of the reader as much as that of the author. Formal

patterning and rhyme in particular have the effect of marking the pres-

ofsubjective orderin the sensuous and creating thatpossibility ofself-

recognition for the reader as well as the author.

Hegel's theory of the lyric is more complicated than is often allowed'

Three points are particularþ salient: the question of subjectivit¡ the

role of language, and the theory's relation to major lyric prototypes'

(r) Subjectivity. Despite his commitment to an organic logic of the his-

torical development of the fine arts, Hegel is cognizant of the range oflyric

possibilities and eager for differentiation, especially differentiation that

,can be historically charted while maintaining distinctions between the

lyric and the narrative mode of epic' Though he makes lyric the subjec-

tive form, his stress on the purification or universalization of the poetic

subjectivit¡ which functions above all as a unifying principle, and on the

lyric poet,s identifrcation with a partial subjectivity articulated in the poem

allows the model to adjust to lyrics that do not foreground a personal

subjectivity. Moreover, as the account of prosody makes clear, the subjec-

tivity that recognizes itself in lyric, and that experiences the event of

, rþme, is the subjectivity of the reader as well as the author. As we shall

see under (3) below, a conception of subjectivity and of its centrality

seems to determine his treatment ofprototypical examples.

(z) Language. For reasons of contrast with other arts, Hegel stresses

that the poet works on imagination rather than on language, though lyric

is distinguished by its remodeling of language. Early poetry did not con-

front a world organized by systematic

g7

thought, but once prose has taken
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dominion, in a world where "the mere accuracy of the prosaic way ofput-

ting things has become the ordinary rule," separating "feeling and vision

from . . . intellectual thinking," lyric "has to undertake the work of com-

pletely recasting and remodeling," transforming ttthe prosaic conscious-

nessts ordinary mode of expression into a poetic one," while nonetheless

preserving "the appearance ofthat lack ofdeliberation and that original

freedom which art requires" (roo6, 976-977). Embodying the freedom

of the spirit,and working "its way out of the mind's habitual abstractness

into a concrete liveliness þebendígheiá]," poetic language brings an es-

trangement from the prosaic perception of the world þoo6). In proposing

the two terms of a comparison, simile (unlike metaphor, which Hegel dis-

misses as mere ornament) encourages a lingering or absorption in the ob-

ject that foregrounds the freedom of the mind in generating and exploring

this externality (lyric loves "to tarry in the particular"). But Hegel also

notes that lyricts need to ttmake its markwith new invention" can lead to

"artiflcialit¡ over-elegance, manufactured piquanc¡ and preciosity"

(roo6). Like many before and after him, he distinguishes rhetoric from

true feeling and imagination: a poet "deficient in original genius tries to

frnd in the sphere of linguistic skill and rhetorical effects a substitute for

what he lacks in real forcefulness and effectiveness ofinvention and achieve-

ment" (roro). Such cases involve a descent back into the objective hetero-

geneity and particularity of the medium oflanguage.

(3) Prototypes. The complaint about deficiency in original genius

comes in a comment on Virgil and Horace, in whom t'we feel at once that

the art is something artificial, deliberately manufactured; we are aware

of a prosaic subject matter, with external decoration added" (roro). The

question of how Hegel's theory of the lyric allows him to situate lyric
examples is certainly pertinent to an evaluation of the theor¡ though

Hegel rightly insists that a properly philosophical aesthetics seeks to

grasp the logic ofart and does not derive its conceptions ofart from par-

ticular examples. But for a theory of the lyric, on€ cannot avoid consider-

ation ofhow it deals with mqjor examples. Horace, mentioned frequently

intheAesthetícs, is said to be more original in his satires and epistles, but

even there "exquisite and cultivated but certainly not poetic" (5r5). He is

artful and aims to please, and in the odes often ttuses his calculated inge-

nuity" to make lyrical leaps (u35). Compared to Pindar, "Horace is very
jejune and lacking in warmth, and he has an imitative artistry which seeks
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in vain to conceal the more or less calculated frnesse of his composition"

Pindar, on the other hand, is extravagantly praised ("attains the

of perfection") as one who, while celebrating' on commission, a

victor in games, "easily turns from the external stimuli given him to pro-

found utterances on the general nature of mortality and religion, and

along with this theme, on heroes, heroic deeds, the foundations of

states, etc.) and he has in his power not only their plastic illustration but

also the subjective soaring of his own imagination. Consequentl¡ it is not

thing which goes ahead' as it does in epic, but subjective inspiration,

by its object, so that this object seems . . . to be borne and

produced by the poet's mind" (n5r).

Horace is condemned for making poetry out ofmundane occurrences,

such as preparations for a dinner; he is seen as the calculating man of

letters-ttas a cultured and famous man I will write a poem about

this"-whereas the Greek professional poet who is handsomeþ paid for

tributes to victorious aristocrats is treated rather as an inspired

bard because of the nobility of mind, the enthusiasm of the expression,

and the drama of cultural myth displayed in his odes (ur8)' For Hegel,

there is in Pindar an exciting struggle: "the poet's own subjective freedom

flashes out in the struggle against the topic which is trying to master it. It

mainly the pressure of this opposition which necessitates the swing

and boldness of language and images. . . . the loftiness of the poet's

genius is preserved by the mastery displayed in his continual ability to

resolve this discord by perfect art and to produce a whole completely

united in itself, which, by being his work, raises him above the greatness

ofhis subject matter" (ruz).

The evaluation of Pindar and Horace depends in part on a historical
'narrative, 

according to which Rome represents a fall into the prosaic which

only the coming of Christian spirituality redeems, making possible a ro-

mantic art in which, eventuall¡ the mundane can become legitimate sub-

ject oflyric. Horace is denigrated for deciding to make poems out ofminor

,events of his life. Yet Hegel immediately continues, "But Goethe above

all in recent times has an affection for this kind ofpoetry because in fact

e-very occurrence in life became a poem for hirn" (ni8). Goethe is praised

for achieving a kind of "objective humor" which Hegel sees as one of

the promising possibilities of the modern lyric. (I return to this topic

below.)
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One could argue that Hegel's theory of the lyric as the objective brought

into universal focus through the subjective leads him astray in the char-

acterization of Pindar. How plausible is it to praise the victory odes, one

ofwhich we glanced at in Chapter 2, as the triumph of subjective expres-

sion? Pindar, Hegel writes, "so mastered his topic that his work was not
a poem about a aictor at all, but was sung out of the depths of his own

heart" (rrrg). One answer would be that in fact Hegel's account of a puri-
fied subjectivity as a formal unifying factor could properþ describe Pin-

dar's odes, since there is no unity of action and the unity is given only by
the act of first-person celebratory and epideictic utterance, whether the

first person is conceived as the poet himself, the chorus performing
the ode, or another performer on some other occasion. If this is so, then

the theory might be criticized for failing to discriminate between different

versions ofwhat it calls subjective expression. That is to sa¡ ifit is indeed

appropriate to describe Pindar's lyrics as 
(csung out of the depth ofhis

own heart," this alerts us to the inappropriateness ofassuming that Hegel's

theory is an expressive theory in the modern sense of the term, in which
the poem is an expression of the distinctively individual imaginative ex-

perience of the poet. Is it right to assume, as a model for the whole genre,

that the poetic process begins with a "full" individualized subjectivity of
which the poet first becomes conscious and then "purifies" in the pro-
cess ofpoetic expression? Since for Hegel the telos of subjectivity is pure

thought, there is good reason to resist identifying it with the modern no-

tion of subjectivity as personal affectively colored experience-as opposed

to the objectivity of uncontaminated thought. As for the judgment of
Horace, who is frequently faulted for deviating from Hegel's expectations,

Hegel's model of the lyric prior to the modern age seems to foreclose the

possibility of the Horatian lyric, in its combination of measured reflec-

tion and public utterance, which for many readers through the centuries

has been extremely attractive as well as successful. Hegel's conception of
the historical evolution of the spirit does not square with our own sense

of the diverse historical possibilities of lyric, which vary within a given

age and do not seem deterrnined by a teleological progress ofmind or spirit.

Hegel's conception of history as the progressive manifestation of the

spirit-a process ofincreased spiritualization-is in tension with his per-
ception of the Greek þric, and especially Pindar, as the apogee of lyric
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achiev€ment, so that its later story is one of a fall into the prosaic and a

struggle to escape. Especially interesting, therefore, are his remarks on

the lyric of the present, where the German lyric alone draws his atten-

tion. He does not mention his classmate Hölderlin, another fervent ad-

mirer of the Greek lyric whose poems were scarcely known until after

Hegel's death, but Klopstock, Schiller, and Goethe are highly praised at

different points in his exposition and for different reasons. As culmina-

tion of his account of the history of the lyric, he devotes three pages to

Klopstock, t'a great figure" who has tthelped start a new artistic epoch

amongst usr" enabling ttthe German muse to measure itself against the

Greeks, the Romans, and the English." Praised for his patriotic fervor,
,,his enthusiasm for the honor and dignity of the German language and

for historical figures in our earþ history," Klopstock embodies a national

lyric enamored of freedom, even though he also composed "many frigid

. Odes" (u54-u56).

Schiller, as I have already mentioned, is praised for "the grand funda-

mental thought,' of his bardic verse. He is contrasted with Goethe, who

,,sings quietly to himself or in a convivial coterie." But describing the ten-

dency of romantic art at to dissolve into either the imitation of external

objectivity or the liberation of subjectivit¡ Hegel evokes a synthesis, which

he calls objectiae humor,inwhich" the heart, with its depth offeeling, and

the spirit and rich consciousness shall be entirely absorbed in the circum-

stances, etc., tarry there, and so make out of the object something new,

beautiful, and intrinsicaþ valuable" (6ro). He cites, as "a brilliant example

of this, Persian poetry, which deals with its objects entirely contempla-

tively,,, and Petrarch, where ,,we admire the freedom of the inherentþ en-

nobled feeling which, however much it expresses desire for the beloved,

is still satisfied in itself . . . imagination here removes the object altogether

from the scope of practical desire; it has an interest only in this imagina-

tive occupation, which is satisfred in the freest way with its hundreds of

changing turns ofphrase and conceits, and plays in the most ingenious

manner with joy and sorrow alike,' (6ro). He has identified what is ulti-

mately a self-reflexive tendency of the lyric, as it becomes poetry about

its own poetic exploration.

Here the achievement of lyric is its performance of tropological pos-

sibilities, the play of the linguistic imagination, which exemplifres the
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spirit's progressive quest of freedom. Hegel's culminating instance is

Goethe's combination of "this ingenious freedom of imagination but
also of its subjectively more heartfelt depth" in the late poems of the West-

östliche Diuan, particularþ "Wiederfinden" ("Reunion"). In this lyric,
which he finds superior to Goethe's earþverse, "love is transferred wholly
into the imagination, its movement, happiness, and bliss. In general, in
similar productions of this kind we have before us no subjective longing,
no being in love, no desire, but a pure delight in the topics, an inexhaust-
ible selÊyielding of the imagination, a harmless pla¡ a freedom in toying
alike with rhyme and ingenious meters-and with this all a depth of
feeling and a cheerfulness of the inwardly self-moving heart which
through the serenity of the outward shape lift the soul high above all
painful entanglements in the restriction of the real world" (6ro-6n).

This paean to the subjective freedom of the lyric imagination, which
concludes the discussion ofparticular art forms and historical modes, as

if this were the acme of modern art, celebrates an unusual lyric. It begins

as a love poem, with conventional images ("star ofstars") and conventional
rhymes (Herz/Schmerz), celebratins a reunion with a former lover:

Ist es möglich! Stern der Sterne,

Drück ich wieder dich ans Herz!

Ach, was ist die Nacht der Ferne

Für ein Abgrund, für ein Schmerz.

Ja, du bist es! meiner Freuden

Süßer, lieber Widerpart;
Eingedenk vergangner Leiden,

Schaudr ich vor der Gegenwart.

-
Star ofstars, O can it be,

I press you to my heart againl

What a chasm is the night,

Of being far apart, what pain!

Yes, it is you, of all myjoys

The dearest image, sweetest rhyme.
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Bygone suffering I recall

And shudder at the present time.

[Trans. Christopher Middleton]

There follow three stanzas of a creation myth, in which God's creative

"Let there be . . . !" (t'Es werde!") evokes a cry of anguish' as the universe

is divided into separate realities; light and darkness flee each other and

all is dumb, silent, and desolate. Then God was lonely and created the

dawn, which allowed the separated elements to come together again in

love. The last two stanzas return to the reuniting lovers, with a general

injunction:

Sei's Ergreifen, sei es Raffen,

Wenn es nur sich faßt und hält!

Allah braucht nicht mehr zu schaffen,

Wir erschaffen seine Welt.

So, mit morgenroten Flügeln,

Riß es mich an deinen Mund,

Und die Nacht mit tausend Siegeln

Kräftigt sternenhell den Bund.

Beide sind wir auf der Erde

Musterhaft in Freud und Qual,
Und ein zweites Wort: Es werde!

Trennt uns nicht zum zweitenmal.

-
Grasp or snatch, no matter how,

Take hold they must, if they're to be:

Allah's work for now is done,

Creators of his world are we.

Thus, on wings of rosy dawn

To your lips I flew and fl¡
Starbright with a thousand seals

Night our bond will ratify.
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Together on the earth we stand,

Paragons injoy and pain,

And a second "Let there be!"

Shall not tear us apart again.

The retelling of the creation myth transforms the lovers' attempt to

reunite into a broader and more elevated imaginative operation-not

the contingent matter of why this man needs this particular \¡/oman, as

Hegel puts it elsewhere-and suggests that "the freedom we struggle to

realize in our romantic partnerships is a species of that greater freedom-

human freedom in general-that we moderns claim for ourselves.')4 Dis-

tanced from subjective longing and immediate feeling, this poem trans-

fers the anguished energy of more conventional love poetry "wholly into

the imagination,)) as Hegel puts it, and both exemplifres the reflexivity of

consciousness recognizing itself, which is held to be exemplary of lyric,

and achieves a freedom in feeling also said to characterize the lyrics of

Petrarch.

Hegel's account ofwhat makes Klopstock, Schiller, and Goethe-three

quite different poets-exemplary of the modern lyric suggests that while

Hegel defines lyric as the subjective form, the expression of subjectivity

in the modern sense is certainly not the model of lyric: "Wiederfrnden"

is specifically not an expression of subjective experience. What Hegel es-

pecially values are, first, the expression of naüonal feeling (in Hegel the

endpoint of the spirit in freedom): lyric is linked to folksong which em-

bodies the national spirit; and, along with Klopstock's patriotic fervor'

Goethe's songs are praised as "the most excellent, profound, and effec-

tive things given to German in recent times because they belong entirely

to him and his nation, and since they have emerged on our own soil they

also completely strike the note of our spirit" (rr57). Second, while Pindar

is said to write from the depths ofhis heart, it is the elegant and energetic

articulation of noble thought, its epideictic functioning, that emerges as

the clearest value, as in Schiller's poetry, and indeed also in "Wieder-
finden," where the witty and speculative use of the creation myth gener-

ates a claim about moderns'exercise offreedom. Finall¡ Hegel especially

values in lyric the "objective humor" that seems to represent the culmi-

nation of romantic art, in which, through an imaginative "toying" with
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poetic language, spirit or subjectivity so suffuses the object or circum-

stance evoked as to t'make out of the object something new, beautiful,

and intrinsically valuable." Though the Hegelian framework requires

that lyric be subjectivity encountering itself, subjectivity is not the ex-

pression ofpersonal affect nor the articulation ofindividual experience,

but above all a formal unifying function for lyric, which. as the treatment

ofprosody suggests) is also manifested in the experience ofthe reader.

An important but controversial attempt to salvage Hegel and redefine the

romantic conception of the lyric comes in Käte Hamburger's discussion

of "The Lyrical Genre" in Die Logik d'er Dichtung. Claiming to offer an

analysis based on linguistic features, she distinguishes two logical pos-

sibilities: a linguistic sequence can be the statement of a real subject about

an object or a function that creates frctive subjects and thus mimetic forms'

The latter function does not belong to the statement-system of language:

the author uses language to create a fictional representation ofrealit¡
in the form of flctional characters who may speak. Mimesis of enuncia-

tion is distinguished from real enunciation, and lyric belongs to real

enunciation or statement? nonmimetic and nonfrctive. Our experience of

a novel, she writes, is very different from our experience of a poem, which

is the statement of a subject and not the representation of a flctional ut-

terance or statement. "The much disputed lyric I is a statement-subject"

(or "subject of enunciatiorl'-ein Aussøgesubjeht), and its statements are

real propositions of the experience of an object, Wirhlichkeitsaussøge.5

Hamburger notes that she seems to be conflrming the conception of

Hegel and the German tradition that in lyric it is the poet who states

directl¡ but she emphasizes that this is not a return to the notion of the

Erlebnisl2ríh. or "lyric of experience," in which the subject is the person

of the poet. The statement-subject is not a personal "I" but a linguistic

function. Since the statement-subject is a subject of enunciation and

not a person, "the concept of subjectivity will be eliminated from the

theory of the lyric, and it will be possible to categorize even the most

modern forms and theories oflyric poetry-such as text and text theor¡

within this generic concept."

She then makes a further fundamental distinction: u'hile the majority

of real statements are communicative (historical, theoretical, or pragmatic,
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in her scheme), lyric statement (unlike fictional discourse), though situ-

ated within the statement-system of language, lies "beyond the frontiers"

of communicative statement: "The lyrical genre becomes constituted

through the so to speak 'announcedt intention of the statement-subject

to posit itself as a lyric'I."'The principal evidence of such positing of a

lyrical "I" is the context in which it appears, and the effect of the positing

of a lyric "I" is a focus on what she calls the sense-nex,us rather than the

object-nexus. "The lyric statement does not aim at having any function

in an object- or reality-nexus." It t'is a reality statement even though this

statement has no function in a context of realit¡" but ttthe statement is

loosed from a real context and recoiled into itself, i.e. onto the subject

pole." Or again, "we experience the lyric statement as a reality state-

ment, the statement of a genuine statement subject, which can be re-

ferred to nothing but the subject itself. And precisely what distinguishes

the experience of lyric poetry from that of a novel or a drama is that we

do not experience a poem's statements as semblance, as fiction or illu-

sion."6 The thrust of her argument is thus to distinguish the mediating

function of frctional assertions, which posit a fictional narrator and fic-

tional world, from lyric assertions which we receive directl¡ as state-

ments of a lyric subject.

Hamburger then turns to the question of the relation between the lyric

"I" (the statement-subject) and the author or biographical subject, and ar-

gues that it would be an error to assert either that they are the same or

that they are by definition not the same. There is a logical identity between

poet and the lyric "I," but this does not mean that the experience reported

is that of the biographical person. She cites Goethe's "Mit einem gemalten

Band" ("With a Painted Ribbon"), which concludes:

Fühle, was dies Herz empfindet,

Reiche frei mir deine Hand,

Und das Band, das uns verbindet,

Sei kein schwaches Rosenband!

Feel what the heart is feeling,

Freely give to me your hand,

Let the tie that binds us together

Be no fragile ribbon ofroses!

Hamburger claims that "it isjust as inadmissible a biographism to say that

this 1is not Goethe and this ThounotEriederike, as to maintain that they

are. This means that there is no exact criterion, neither logical nor aes-
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thetic, neither intrinsic nor extrinsic, that would tell us whether we could

identify the statement-subject of a lyric poem with the poet or not'') Al-

though we experience the statements as belonging to what she calls "the

experience-field of the statement-subject," which is what makes itpossible

for us to experience the poem as a reality statement? this has no bearing

on whether it corresponds with the experience of the author. In fact,

whereas the fictive reality of a novel can be compared to the nonfictive

reality of an author's life, t'the lyrical reality statement cannot be compared

with any reality . . . we are dealing only with that reality which the lyric

I signifies as being its, that subjective, existential reality which cannot

be compared with any objective reality which might form the semantic

nucleus of its statements."T The relation between the lyric "I" and the poet

is indeterminate because of this incommensurability.

This could be seen as a different version of Hegel's account of the lyric

subject as divesting itselfofcontingencies so as to give expression to the

universal, making the subject oflyric enunciation, which provides the unity

needed for lyric, something other than an individualized human subject.

Treating the lyric "I" as positional-the subject of the articulated experi-

ence, something like the purely positional or functional grammatical

subject of a sentence-Hamburger thus seeks to maintain the essential

orientation of Hegel's theory-lyric as the subjective form-while giving

it a modern, perhaps structuralist twist by making it a theory about types

of language and removing from it the question of the lyric subject's rela-

tion to the subjectivity of the author. Her theor¡ though, has often been

misunderstood or neglected. one reason, I think, is that her conception

of the indeterminacy of the relation between the lyric "I" and the bio-

graphical subject may seem hard to differentiate from the claims of critics

wlro insist onthef.ctionalcharacter of the speaking subject oflyric' Why

insist that the lyric subject is a real subject of enunciation within the

statement-system of language if one then turns around and says that the

content of the experience really affirmed by this subject may have no re-

lation to that of the author-subject? The reason is simple: there is a cru-

cial difference between treating the lyric as projecting a fictional world,

with a fictional speaker-persona, and maintaining that the lyric rirakes

real statements about this world, even though the relation of these state-

ments to the experience of the author is indeterminate'
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The translation of Hamburger's work into French in 1986 gave rise to

lively debates about the nature of"le sujet lyrique," as theorists sought

formulations that would escape from the biographism that had reigned

in the French critical tradition without falling into the fictional: what sort

of impersonal subject-a ttsubject of enunciation"-is the best general

model for reflection on lyrics?8 Certainly the historical range of lyrics

suggests that the relation between the subject of lyric sentences and the

poet as biographical individual is indeterminate, and any model of the

lyric that attempts to frx or prescribe that relationship will be inadequate.

Hamburger's insistence that lyric is not a fictional mode, that lyrics

do not project a fictional world but make reality statements about this

world, has the implication, very signifrcant for a theory of the lyric, that

lyrics can tell truths and can also lie. That poets lie is a long-standing

accusation, which critics and theorists have too often sought to rebut by

treating lyric as fiction, but the risk that alleged truths might be lies is a

cost of trying to speak of the world and make it intelligible. Without the

possibility oflies, there is no truth.
There are two other points to emphasize in pursuing Hamburger's in-

sights, which put the theory of the lyric on a promising track. First, the

termsfiction andfctional bring confusion to reflection on lyric. In En-

glishfctíon means novels and short stories-you don't find poetry in the

fiction section of a bookstore or library. But we consider all literature fic-

tional in the sense that it is a creation of the imagination: poems may re-

count experiences that did not or do not occur, and the subject ofenun-

ciation implied by first-person statements of a poem can appearjust as

fictional as the narrator ofa novel or short story, in the sense thatboth

are invented. But to speak ofa fictional speaker or fictional speech act risks

deploying for lyric a model based on fiction and thus implicitly assimi-

lating poetry to fictional narrative and frctional worlds, with disadvantages

I discuss below.

Second, while lyric is not fiction, it may contain fictional elements, as

we shall see. And in fact, we have a well-established term for poems that

contain representations ofthe linguistic act ofa fictional speaker: the dra-

matic monologue (R.ollengedichtin German) combines features of the lyric

and of fiction. In distinguishing lyric from dramatic monologue, Ham-

burger's theory has the great virtue of resisting the dominant tendency
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of hventieth-century lyric pedagog¡ to which I now turn: treating lyric

as a mimetic form and reading poems as if there were mini-fictions. Her

work is valuable in taking the essential first step oftreating lyric enuncia-

tion not as the frctional imitation of an ordinary speech act but as a lin-

guistic event ofanother type, an act ofpoetic enunciation which one can

uttribrrt"-*hy not?-to the poet, but a poet who remains in a biographi-

indeterminate relation to the claims of the poem itself'

2. lmitation Speech Acts or Epideixis?

The major alternative to the romantic theory of the lyric has been an ad-

aptation ofit that subordinates expression, especially self-expression, to

mimesis. I noted in Chapter 2 that it \ryas a more robust conception of

the individual subject (political, economic, affective) that enabled theo-

rists in the eighteenth centur¡ such as Abbé Batteux, to install lyric as a

'm4jor genre in a neo-Aristotelian framework by treating it as an imita-

tion: an imitation of the experience of the subject' Once lyric was estab-

lished as the subjective form, rornanlic theorists, such as SirWilliamJones

and then Hegel, couldjettison mimesis for expression: the lyric is funda-

mentally expressive of the experience of the poet. Modern criticism'

increasingly cognizant of the problems of treating lyric as the direct and

expressron ofthe experience and affect ofthe poet, has moved to-

something a compromise position, treating lyric as expression of

persona rather than of the poet and thus as mimesis of the thought or

speech ofsuch a persona created by the poet' Ifthe speaker is a persona'

then interpretation of the poem becomes a matter of reconstructing the

of this persona, especially the motives and circumstances

this act of speech-as if the speaker were a character in a novel'

This is rhe conception of lyric promoted by the New criticism: with

insistence that interpretation focus on the words on the page rather

than the intentions of the author, it became a point of doctrine that the

of a lyric is to be treated as aþersonø, not as the poet him- or her-

and the focus becomes the drama of attitudes expressed by this

lV. K. Wimsatt and Cleanth Brooks writer "Once we

dissociated the speaker ofthe lyric from the personality ofthe poet,

the tiniest lyric reveals itself as drama." In the Anglo-American

this principle has become the foundation ofpedagogy of the lyric'
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The classic textbook Joønd ønd Sense tells students, "To aid us in un-

derstanding a poem we may ask ourselves a number of questions about

it. Two of the most important are Who is the sþeaher? and What is the

occasion?t'After reminding students that ttPoems, like short stories,

novels, and plays, belong to the world of fiction" and advising them to
ttassume always that the speaker is someone other than the poet," the text-

book concludes: "We may well think of every poem, therefore, as in some

degree dramatic-that is the utterance not of the person who wrote it but

of a flctional character in a particular situation that may be inferred."

Helen Vendler, who usually emphasizes quite vigorously that "A lyric

poem is a script for performance by its reader," and who in her own crit-

ical writing does not generally pursue flctional speakers, nonetheless in

her influential twenty-first-century textbook Poems, Poets, Poetrl pre-

sumes a flctional speaker: ttGiven that each poem is a frctive speech by an

imagined speaker," students should work out the circumstances, goals,

and motives of this fictional speech act, and attempt to make themselves

into the speaker.e Confronted with a lyric, we interpret it by asking what

is the situation of the speaker and attempt to make explicitwhatwouldlead

someone to speak thus and feel thus.

Though dominant in the Anglo-American world (but not in France or

Germany), this model is seldom defended as a theory of the lyric. The

most explicitly theorized version is offered by Barbara Herrnstein Smith,

who takes literary works in general as fictional imitations of real-world

speech acts: the novel is flctional history or flctional biography; a play is

an imitation of conversation; a poem is a fictional imitation or represen-

tation of an utterance; and thus "lyric poems typically represent personal

utterances." It is, she writes, as if every poem began, "For example, I or

someone miglit say . . ." The poet is not saying these things but repre-

senting them being said by someone. Revising the Aristotelian tradition

ofliterature as mimesis, Smith insists that poetry is a representational art

and each poem represents a fictional speech. "Everything a poet says may

be true, but his saying ofit is not. It is as an utterance that a poem is a

fiction, a pretense." The most obvious example of this, she notes, is dra-

matic monologue, and citing it as paradigmatic, she emphasizes that c'what

is central to the concept ofthe poem as fictive utterance is not that the

'character'or'persona'is distinct from the poet, or that the audience pur-
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portedly addressed, the emotions expressed, and the events alluded to

are fictional, but that the sþeøhing, ød'dressing, exþresríng, and alht'd'ing

are themselves fictive verbal acts." So ttKeats's ode'To Autumn' and Shake-

speare's sonnets are precisely as fictive as 
¿The Bishop Orders His Tomb'

or Tennyson's tlJlysses,"' two well-known dramatic monologues.Io This

theor¡ now very widespread even though Smith is seldom recognized as

its theoretician, urges students to treat every poem as a dramatic mono-

logue, a frctional act of speech by a speaker whose situation and motives

must be reconstructed.

This model makes the lyric into a mini-novel with a character whose

motives are to be analyzed.It is often pedagogically efficacious, since gives

students a task that is familiar from their dealings with novels and their

narrators, but it does not work for large numbers oflyrics. Wh¡ then, does

so astute a theorist as Smith adopt it? There are three reasons, I believe.

First, she wants to emphasize, correctl¡ that lyric Poems (and other lit-

erary works) are not historical utterances. They are composed or created

at particular historical moments, and thus are fundamentally historical

productions, but as utterances theyhave a special character: they are not

said by someone on a particular occasion. Whether the notion of f'ctiue
utterance is the best way to capture this aspect of lyrics, howeverr is cer-

tainly open to question. Second, Smith wants to resist attempts, especially

common in the tg6os, to distinguish the actual language ofpoetry-poetic

language-from everyday language, since an important principle of her

method for describing poetic structure is that poetic effects are achieved

by the ways in which the language of poems is tied to the uses of discourse

in other contexts, for other purposes. But the fact that poetic effects de-

pend upon "our experience with an incalculable number ofverbal expe-

riences, acts and scenes" does NOT mean that the poem is a fictional repre-

sentation of a real-world utterance.u We can perfectly well maintain that

the meaning of words and phrases is a function of their use in everyday

as well as literary contexts without imagining that in the poem they are

represented as spoken by a fictional character. Third, she wants a simple

formal solution to the problem that often bedevils the theory and peda-

gogy of the lyric, the relationship between the "I" of the lyric and the poet.

The premise of the imitation speech act enables her to say simply that the

"I" is by definition fictional since the poetic utterance is a fictional imitation
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ofpersonal utt€rance-rather than warn against linking the "I" with the

poet, as if this were a matter of tact or critical strategy, or a possibility to

be adjudicated on a case-b¡case basis.

Wliat is surprising, and for me conflrmation of the dubiousness of
Smith's premise that lyric is a flctional representation of a possible real-

world speech act, is that despite the care with which she explains this

conception of the lyric, it plays almost no role in her actual accounts of
poems, for many of which it would be extremely difficult to say what

possible utterance or speech act they are representing. Thus, the very

frrst example ín Poetic Closure, introduced to help defrne terms, is Emily
Dickinson's "The Heart asks Pleasure-frrst":

The Heart asks Pleasure-first-
And then-Excuse from Pain-
And then-those little Anodynes

That deaden suffering-
And then-to go to sleep-
And then-if it should be

The will of its Inquisitor

The privilege to die-

What is the real-world speech act being represented hereP It is scarcely

obvious-we would have to invent one and trying to imagine a speaker

would be a diversion from appreciating the poem. What we have is a po-
etic reflection on the propensities of the human heart, with a real kicker
in the tail, when "Inquisitor" and t'privilege" give us ajudgment not easy

to attribute either to a speaker or to the heart. Smithts discussion of stanza

forms concludes with anotherpoem) George Herbert's "Virtue," forwhich
nothing is gained by trying to conceive it as a representation ofa speech

act of "personal discourse":

Sweet da¡ so cool, so calm, so bright,

The bridall of the earth and skie:

The dew shall weep thy fall to night;

For thou must die.
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Sweet rose, whose hue angrie and brave

Bids the rash gazer wipe his eye:

Thy root is ever in its grave

And thou must die.

Sweet spring, full of sweet dayes and roses,

A box where sweets compacted lie;

My musick shows ye have your closes,

And all must die.

Onely a sweet and vertuous soul,

Like season'd timber, never gives;

But though the whole world turn to coal,

Then chiefly lives

Her discussion of this poem's formal structure-the effects of closure

achieved in the third stanz\which are then countered by the revelation

of the fourth-rightly make no attempt to work out what sort of usual

speech event is being imitated or what is the situation and motive of an

alleged speaker who addresses the da¡ the rose, and the spring.

One instance where Smith does take up the question oflyric as imita-

tion speech.act is a discussion of a distinctive present tense: not the present

tense of general, typifying assertions, such as "The Heart ¿sås Pleasure

First," but that ofpresent-tense narration: ttl walk through the long school-

room questioningr" or t'My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains

my sense . . ." She calls this t'simultaneous composition," which repre-

sents "more or less interior speech," though the speech act she adduces

to explain the structure of such lyrics is sports-casting, where the an-

nouncer reports the events of a game in the present tense. Is Keats's t'Ode

to a Nightingale" a fictional representation of a real-world speech act such

as a sportscastP It is possible to think of it in this way-as flctional

play-by-play-despite the incongruity of the comparison. But Smith's

term simultaneous comþosition actually takes us in another, ultimately

more productive, direction. She writes, ttthe poem is generated in accor-

dance with the passage of time d'uringwhichitis presumably being com-

posed."r2 But by her theor¡ the time of actual composition by the poet
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should not have anything to do with the speech act represented in the

poem: the poet is supposed to construct, at his or her leisure, a fictional

representation of a speech act by a persona; that speech act might then be

simultaneous with actions being performed by this character, but that

would not be 
(¿simultaneous composition'" Smithts formulation seems to

admit that this poem is presenting a special poetic speech act, not a fic-

tional imitation of a nonpoetic speech act. That is, she has not identified

a real-world speech act which Keats is supposedly imitating. lVhat we

are responding to is not a real-world speech act that is represented in flc-

tion but to a poetic sPeech act.

on several other occasions smith also admits that readers respond

not to the representation of a real-world speech act by a fictional. speaker

but to a poetic construction: ,,although a lyric may imitate logical dis-

course, that is not what it is, and the reader's experience ofits conclusion

will be determined by the fact that he ultimately responds to the poem as

something other than a piece of reasoning."t'The point really should

be a broader one: that we respond to something more than an imitation

speech act: we respond to all those elements in the poem that distinguish

it from nonliterary discourse. For instance, she discusses Robert Frost's

"Nothing Gold Can Stay":

Nature's frrst green is gold'

Her hardest hue to hold.

Her earþ leaf's a flower;

But only so an hour.

Then leaf subsides to leaf.

So Eden sank to grief,

So dawn goes down to day.

Nothing gold can stay.

t'The appropriateness of the conclusion," she writes, "is experienced

without regard for the speaker's particular motives or circumstances.t?I4

This is important. One can go further and say that here, as often, there is

no point in trying to imagine a speaker' motives, and circumstances. We

can analyze the progression by which the gold of the first line becomes

the gold of the lastline-the symbol of enduringvalue becomes ultimateþ
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transitory-without imagining a speaker who revises his observations and

comes to a realization. That would be unnecessary novelizing'l5

These last three lyric examples-from Dickinson, Herbert, and Frost-

do not frt smith's theory. They demonstrate the need for a broader

conception oflyric, one not centered on a frctional speaker. This need

is the more obvious if you think of poems discussed in Chapter r,

such as Goethe's ttHeidenröslein," Lorca's ttla luna asoma,' and trVilliams's

t'Red Wheelbarro%') or Baudelaire's "Correspondances"? from Chapter z'

These poems are versions of what I have called eþid,eicfic discourse:

public poetic discourse about values in this world rather than a fictional

world.

I return to this broader model in a moment, but why should the model

of lyric as dramatic monologue, which takes a particular case as a gen-

eral model, have come to dominate lyric pedagogy and much literary

criticism in the Anglo-American worldP There are several possible rea-

sons. First, given the increasing priority ofprose fiction in literary edu-

cation, this model offers the line of least resistance, especially since the

English canon contains many engaging dramatic monologues. students

are accustomed to the idea that every narrative has a narrator' whose

point ofview is central to its effects; when they are faced rvith the strange-

ness of a poem, the task of identifying a speaker, a situation, and a motive

has the virtue of familiarity. And it works: many lyrics ca¡¡ be read in this

way, as the act of a speaker on whose situation and motives we can fruit-

fully speculate. second, the cultural weight of claims (first by modern-

ists and then New Critics) about the impersonality of art objects leads to

emphasis on the poem as artifact rather than effusion of the poet. The

dramatic monologue model cleverþ adopts such a view, while allowing

subjectivity its place as what is represented in the fictional representa-

tion ofspeech acts.

Finall¡ this model of the lyric, which takes all language in the poem

as emanating from a represented subject? may answer a need that Herbert

Tücker detects in asking wh¡ after all, the dogma that the speaker of a

lyric is a persona and not the poet was so readily accepted' ("The old

king of selÊexpressive lyricism is dead: Long live the speaker king!")

The fiction of the lyric speaker, he argues, has for us several seductive

features. It ttbrackets the larger problem of context . . . and puts us in
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compensatory contact with the myth of unconditioned subjectivity

we have inherited. . . . We modern readers have abolished the poet and

set up the fictive speaker; and we have done so in order to boost the

higher gains of an intersubjective recognition for which, in an increas-

ingly mechanical age that can make Mill's look positively idyllic, we seem

to suffer an insatiable cultural thirst." That is to sa¡ we want to believe

that our subjectivity is free and independent of contexts to which we

might belong, and imagining the language of a poem as coming from a

frctive, nearly contextless speaker, reflects back to us an image of the

subject we imagine ourselves to be. It is this thirst for "the intersubjec-

tive confirmation of the self," suggests Tucker, that tthas made the over-

hearing of a persona our principal means of understanding a poem'"'6 By

presuming that the language before us originates in a speaker-subject

and that reading the text is overhearing a speaker, we conflrm in a mir-

roring operation our own status as subjects and originators oflanguage

rather than its products. With the presumption of a persona, we can con-

vince ourselves that everything happens between speakers and defend

against the impersonal force oflanguage.

Though such considerations may explain readers'acceptance of this

model, they do nothing to make up for its failure to capture much ofwhat

is distinctive and historically important in the lyric tradition. And, as

Tucker points out, even for poems that do invite us to imagine a speaker,
t'to assume in advance that a poetic text proceeds from a dramatically

situated speaker is to risk missing the play of verbal implication whereby

character is engendered in the first place, through colliding modes of

signification. It is to read so belatedly as to arrive only when the party is

already over.t'17

One way to explore the implications and limitations of this model is

to consider how it affects onets way of attending to a poem that canbe tead

as a fictional imitation of a nonpoetic speech act. What difference does it
make whether we adopt this model or not? Consider Robert Frost's "Spring

Pools":

These pools that, though in forests, still reflect

The total sky almost without defect,

And like the flowers beside them, chill and shiver,

Will like the flowers beside them soon be gone,
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And yet not out by any brook or river,

But up by roots to bring dark foliage on.

The trees that have it in their pent up buds

To darken nature and be summer woods-
Let them think twice before they use their powers

To blot out and drink up and sweep away

These flowery waters and these watery flowers

From snow that melted only yesterday.

According to our current model, to read this as a lyric is to focus on a

speaker and see the poem as a drama of attitudes- The deictic of "Thes¿

pools" gives us a situation-a speaker in the presence of pools (this model

inclines us to ignore the plural of "inforests" which does precisely the op-

posite, taking us away from a singular situation toward a general condi-

tion of pools in forests). Imagining the speaker as a man standing before

these pools,we can construct a little narrative: he notices that they still

reflect the sky almost perfectly because there are as yet no leaves, but this

mirroring which brings heaven and earth together is threatened. The pools

reflecting the sk¡ like the flowers there beside them, which live briefly in

the sunlight, will vanish; and so he links them with the flowers: the pools

and flowers both shiver and will soon be gone. Realizing that the water

of these pools will notjust evaporate or flow into a brook but will be sucked

up by the trees to create the leaves that will blot out the sk¡ he bursts out

in indignation at what the trees "have it in them" to do: destroy the short-

lived presences of this scene through their power "to blot out and drink

up and sweep away." "Let them think twice," with its tone of colloquial

bluster, usually signals a threat: "you'd better think twice about doing that,

otherwise I'll . . ." Since there is no achievable threat here, the phrase be-

comes a figure ofintensity and contributes to a more vivid image of a voice.

The piquancy of this poem lies in its departure from usual attitudes

to nature and the spring, a poetic speaker's defense of the underdog, as it

were. Instead of celebrating the budding of trees, the forest's coming to

life, the poem presents the burgeoning ofthe leaves as trees exploiting their

power to "darken nature," to devastate notjust the earþ flowers but also

the pools that enabled the trees to leave.

Reading this as something overheard, we project a character and a nar-

rative, which includes a reaction that is comical in the realistic frame: the
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muttering "let them think twice" about the trees, which proceed in their

natural operation without any sori of thinking. What this approach has

trouble dealing with are those elements that do not make much sense in

an empirical frame, such as the flowery chiasmus of ttthese flowery wa-

ters and these watery flowers," which melds the two elements as part of a

process, or the ritualistic note ofrepetition of

And like the flowers beside them, chill and shiver,

Will like the flowers beside them soon be gone.

But especially foreign to the model of the dramatic monologue is the lite-

rary allusion of the final line, which has to be attributed to the poet ad-

dressing readers rather than to the character looking at the pools. An-

swering François Villon's famous question-"Mais où sont les neiges

d'antan?" ("Where are the snows ofyesteryear?")-the Poet tells us where

they are: melted into pools that the trees drink to bring on summer

foliage. The refrain of Villon's poem about human transience is here

taken literally and made the basis of a poem about the transience of nature

which surprises by showing the possibility of appreciating any moment in

an ongoing process: the very beginnings of spring which would usually be

valued for their role in bringing on the spring in its lushness. From this

perspectil¡e, the bluster of "Let them think twice" functions much as do

bardic requests to time, seasons, and natural forces to hasten or to slow

their operation. The desire for a responsive nature, manifested here in a

poem by a generally down-to-earth poet, evokes that tradition of poems

that call in order to be calling, to mark both their poetic calling and the

optative relation to language, which does not merely represent but strives

to be an event. These are features of the poem that do not fit the model of

the imitation speech act.

There are numerous reasons to resist the model of lyric as dramatic

monologue. It pushes lyric in the direction of the novel by adopting a mi-

metic model and focusing on the speaker as character, but it is deadly to

try to compete with narrative on terrain where narrative has obvious

advantages. This model ignores or reduces, with its normalizing novel-

izing, the characteristic extravagance of lyric on the one hand and its

intertextual echoes on the other; and it neglects all those elements of

lyric-including rhyme, meter, refrain-not imitated from ordinary
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speech acts. It implicitly denies three dimensions of lyric: the effects of

presentness of lyric utterance, the materiality of lyric language that

makes itself felt as something other than signs of a character and plot,

and the rich texture of intertextual relations that relates it to other poems

rather than to worldly events.l8 Any aspiring theory of the lyric must

keep these squarely in view.

One unusual twist on the idea oflyric as utterance-though not the speech

of a character-is proposed by the aesthetician Kendall Walton in

"Thoughtwriting-in Poetry and Music." Walton's main aim is to argue

against the claim by philosophical aestheticians that if music conveys emo-

tion this requires the positing of a person or þersonøwhose emotion the

music is imitating. To make this argument he takes a detour through po-

etry. Although walton is known for his conception of art as mimesis and

make-believe, he here acknowledges that poetry does not warrant being

treated as a world-projecting flction, and he proposes the concept thought-

writing, on the model of sþeechwritizg Speechwriters produce language

for others to use. They themselves do not assert what they write but

offer formulations that others can employ to make assertions or express

feelings: t'It is not unlikely that poets sometimes have, as at least part of

their purpose in composing a poem) the objective of making words avail-

able for use by their readers . . . The poet might expect the reader merely

to recognize her invitation to use the words himself, to recognize her

role as thoughtwriter." Fr[e continues: t'Poets needn't mean what they sa¡

any more than speechwriters must, although they often do." According to

this model, the poem isn't a work of frction any more than a speech

written by a speechwriter is: "the text doesn't make anything fictional'"

There is no need to posit a narrator or a speaker of the poem; there is no

fictional world. "The reader alone uses the words." lValton does admii

that appropriating the words of a poem, lightly or seriousl¡ is not incom-

patible with recognizing a poetic speaker, "but it seems to me that the

thoughtwriting function of a poem is sometimes by far the most impor-

tant one." In "'Twas the Night before Christmas," to cite one of his ex-

amples, we don't pay attention to the frctional character who narrates an

encounter with Santa Claus; we make use of the words ourselves. Of

course often in reciting a poem' deploying the words the poet has gener-

ously offered for our use, we are trying on a thought as much as expressing
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it, projecting and perhaps above all intensifying a mood-"I fall upon the

thorns of life! I bleed!" or "I have heard the mermaids singing each to

each/ I do not think that they will sing to me!" It is not so much that the

poet has written lines with which I can expréss my thought more ele-

gantly or forcefully than I could in my own words but that the poet makes

available memorable words, expanding my linguistic possibilities, of-

fering formulations with which to attempt an intensification of mood.

Poems provide formulations that may explain for you a situation you had

found incomprehensible. Although lovers may use love poems to com-

municate their feelings to each other, poems are also recited to try out or

intensify an affective possibilit¡ to invoke, excite, or celebrate love.Ie

C. S. Lewis writes of the Elizabethan love sonnet that a good sonnet'

like a good song, "was like a good public prayer: the test was whether

the congregation can Join' and make it their own . . . It does not matter

who is speaking in'Since there's no helpe' any more than in tOh mistress

mine' . . . The whole body of sonnet sequences is more like an erotic lit-

urgy than a series oferotic confidences."20

Thoughtwriting is not an adequate model for lyric, for our interest and

pleasure in lyrics come from more than thoughts, but it is a useful reminder

that lyrics do not require flctional speakers and are written for readers to

repeat. Lyrics are made for repetition. Alessandro Barchiesi, an exPert

on the classical lyric, writes, "Lyric can be tentatively (transhistorically)

defrned as a first person utterance whose performative conditions are re-

constructed by a re-performing reader, who typically positions himself

somewhere in a continuum whose extremes are a generic voice and some

individual idea of the author."2r We could say as much of the three poems

discussed by Barbara Herrnstein Smith-by Dickinson, Herbert, and

Frost-that do not frt the model of dramatic monologue. They are poems

readers perform while placing them somewhere on a continuum between

anonymous wisdom and the thought of an author. The t'authoredness"

of lyrics is important-they are not found language but composed for us

by an author-but readers have considerable scope in choosing whether

to treat them as the thought of a particular author or as general wisdom.

These three poems embody a version of lyric that has a long history:

public discourse about what is important. One reason why lyric poetry

has no place in Aristotle's Poetics is that for him the poet is an imitator of
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actions, the creator of a fictional world, whereas lyric poets of archaic

Greece mostly make assertions about gods and men of this world. Pin-

dar's odes celebrate victors and articulate the cosmological framework and

social values within which men are to be praised, as in "The race of men

and gods is one; we both draw our breath from a single mother," or ttOf

things done injustice and againstjustice, not even Time, the father of all

things, could make the outcome of the actions undone. But with a fortu-

nate allotment, oblivion may occur."22 In this tradition, Mark Payne writes,
t'the poem is a forum for direct truth claims about the world on the part

of the poet, regardless of the particular status of the'I'that speaks the

poem. Even if this 'I'is the chorus or a cprofessional' rather than a tper-

sonal' 'I,' it does not produce the kind of fictional speech that Aristotle

had in mind as the telos of narrative poetr¡ in which the truth claims are

to be evaluated in only with respect to the fictional speaker and the world

he or she inhabits." While Aristotle's Poetics "offers a theory of fiction and

makes impressive claims for its value; it has nothing to say about what we

think of as poetry? namel¡ lyric."23

Whether we actually want to say that Pindar's odes written for choral

performance are thoughtwriting, this tradition supports Hamburger's

claim that lyric is not fictional utterance but the real utterance of a sub-

ject of enunciation. Today as well many lyrics are statements with real il-

locutionary force, seeking to persuade listeners to take a particular view

of an issue or problem, as in Philip Larkin's most fam,¡us poem, "This
Be the Verse":

They fuckyou up, your mum and dad.

They may not mean to, but they do.

They fill you with the faults they had

And add some extra, just for you.

But they were fucked up in their turn

By fools in old-style hats and coats,

Who half the time were soppy-stern

And half at one another's throats.

Man hands on misery to man.

It deepens like a coastal shelf.
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Get out as early as you can,

And clon't have any kids yourself.

Accounts of lyric as imitation speech act make little allowance for such

poems, which appear throughout the history of the genre; they claim to

offer truths, to cast values in a new light, to ostentively disclose aspects

of the world and praise what should be noted and remembered, but they

claim especially to offer thought in memorable form.2n Quoting Paul Celan,

who maintains that the obscurity ofpoetry "has been bestowed upon it for

the sake of an encounter," to enable readers to open themselves to unex-

pected formulations, Payne writes, "I do noi think that we yet have a good

way ofnaming the conceptual resources of the lyric in this regard. None of
tlre available terms-gnorrte, sententia, maxim, and so on-seem to me to

capture what is distinctively lyric, namely the sense of the sudden emergence

ofnew conceptual possibilities. The terms we have equate universality with
the 1:reconceivecl, the proverbial, the commonplace, whereas what we have

here is, by contrast, the novel, the unexpected, the unthinkable."2s

One terrn for acts of language that are both iterable and inaugural, that

Iive by repetition but seek innovating effects ,is the þerformatiae-aterm
that has prospered in literary criticism of late. But the notion of the per-
formative is tied to a specific theory of language and can easily mislead.

At the end of this chapter I take up the question of the performative and

performance and the particular functions that a notion of the performa-

tive might most usefully serve in a theory of the lyric. What we require,

though, is a broader framework that recognizes the role of fictional ele-

ments) such as plot and character-fictional speakers and representation
of events-while maintaining the primacy ofall those other aspects oflyric
not reclucible to story, starting with lyric's availability for reiteration, rep-
etition. The positing of a flctional speaker-character is an inappropriate
general strategy, and the crucial step is to reject this as a general model
for the lyric and treat it as one possibility among others: a particular de-

termination of lyric rather than the default model. But since it is a perti-
nent response to some poems, we need a model that allows for it by ac-

knowledging the tension in lyric between story and character, on the one

hand, and song on the other, but the ultimate dominance of song as dis-
tinctive of lyric. Roland Greene's concept of the ritualisúi¿ dimension of
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lyric seems especially promising, for while it alludes to anthropological

and religious domains that may or may not be relevant, it captures first of
all the principle of iterability-lyrics are constructed for repetition-along

with a certain ceremoniousness, and the possibility ofmaking something

happen in the world (practitioners ofrituals hope they will be efficacious).

The concept of ritual encourages concentration on the formal properties

of lyric utterance, from rhythm and rhyme to other sorts of linguistic
patterning.26

Discussing the lyric sequence-a series of related poems in which a

broad narrative is discernable-Greene maintains that "lyric discourse

is defined by the dialectical play ofritual and fictional phenomena, or cor-

relative modes of apprehension that are nearþ always available in every

lyric, though particular specimens, collections, and schools may try to
protect one at the expense of the other." For him, the rirual element is first

everything thai can be construed as "directions for a performance." "In
the full play ofits ritual mode, which goes well beyond prosodic elements

to include rhetorical, semantic, and symbolic features, lyric is utterance

uniquely disposed to be re-uttered," and it offers "a performative unity
into which readers and auditors may enter at will." On the other hand,

there is the fictional element, "where the poem's voice is posited not as

the reader-auditor but as character" and "where the hisrory evoked by the

work is not merely coextensive with its performance" but involves a plot

and circumstances that suggest a fictional world.2' The fictional is what

we produce when we atiempt to imagine a fictional speaker and a situa-

tion of utterance, as in the dramatic monologue, but also the past events

that are evoked in the act oflyric enunciation and subordinated in var-

ious ways to present meaning (a topic I discuss in Chapter 6).

Greene is studying not the lyric per se but the lyric sequence? from Pe-

trarch to Neruda, where a series of lyrics from one author creates an im-

petus to posit a fictional world, a plot of some kind, and a speaker-character

with divergent moods. In his account of the lyric sequence-signiÊcantl¡

he speaks of "lyric discourse" rather than lyric-he is rightly inclined to

grant equivalence to these two elements or modes, the ritualistic and the

frctionaì:

These modes of apprehension are theoretically available in every spec-

imen of lyric, and give onto each other easily and often. They are the
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factors in a dialectical operation that produces many of the outcomes

that we recognize as belonging to lyric discourse, as well as most of the

responses we call its criticism: each of the modes, hardly impervious

to the other, recapitulates and contains the dialectical movement. . . .

A poem that seems to embody one of these phenomena will nearly

always see the alternative mode break forth, suddenly and incontest-

abl¡ to interrogate it, and the critic who reads by passing over these

interrogations will discover that certain oflyric's resources? and much

of its appeal, must remain unaccountable.2s

It is certainly true that focus on the fictional element alone' which the

model of lyric as dramatic monologue promotes, leaves unaccountable

many other elements, as we have seen, and especially the appeal of lyric

that depends on its ritualistic aspects. These require that we right the bal-

ance. Whether a neglect of the fictional, in the case of individual lyrics

that do not have speakers, has unhappy consequences is less certain. In

a lyric sequence such as Petrarch's Canzoniere or Shakespeare's Sonnets,

the tension between the ritualistic and the fictional is clearly central, but

in individual lyrics the frctional may not make itself felt, except if imposed

by our critical model oflyric. Moreover, lyrical sequences with reconstruc-

table plots are relatively rare. Many sonnet sequences can be seen as erotic

liturgies rather than stories, as C. S. Lewis notes. Most lyrics are encoun-

tered either in isolation or in a collection where there may be little plot to

reconstruct and where attention naturally falls on the range of affects, the

characteristic verbal and rhythmical techniques, and the general ethos of

the poems. In Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du Mal, for instance, there is no real

plot, despite efforts ofcritics to frnd one? nor a consistent frctional speaker,

despite the ubiquity of the frrst person. The collection's attraction lies espe-

cially in the range of attitudes brilliantly made available, as readers accede

to a distinctive vision of the world-not a frctional universe but our world,

in all its grim and nefariousness seductiveness. In some lyric sequences and

in dramatic monologues the fictional may trump the ritualistic, but the op-

posite is far more common) though seldom explicitþ acknowledged.

The history of both lyric and criticism has involved, Greene claims,

shifting relations between the fictional and ritualistic. Poetic movements

and critical approaches will privilege now one, now the other, subsuming
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the second to help establish the other's primac¡ but "neither alternative

can prevail, though the dicta of movements will always try to give one

or the other finality."t' This is doubtless true for the lyric sequence)

where the question of plot, character, and fictional world usually arise,

but for the lyric in general criticism must resist the dominance of the

fictional, lest the distinctiveness oflyric be lost. Just to redress the effects

of this dominant model, we must focus on the ritualistic elements oflyric.

There are three especially important strains: one is what Northrop Frye

calls the roots of lyric, melos and oþsis, which he translates as bøbble and

doodle, the foregrounding of linguistic patterning, w-hich will be dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 on rhythm and repetition. The second, the ritual-

istic dimension of lyric address, is the subject of Chapter 5. The third,

which I take up here, is what has been loosely called the performative

character oflyric: ritual that seeks to make something happen.

3. Performative and Performanee

J. L. Austin distinguished þerforrnatiae utterances? which accomplish the

action to which they refer, from constatiue utterances, which make true

or false statements. ttl promise to pay you tomorrow" does not report on

an act of promising but is itself the act. Many performatives have an ex-

plicitly ritualistic character: "I hereby call this meeti4g to order." "I now

pronounce you man and wife."3o Poems clearly do contain some true per-

formatives: from Horace's "!Ve sing of of drinking parties, of battles

fought/by fierce virgins with nails cut sharp to wound young men" and

Herrick's "I sing of brooks, and blossoms, birds and bowers . . . ," to

Baudelaire's ttAndromaque, je pense à vous" (ttAndromaque, I think of
you"), which perform the acts to which they refer. But the appeal of the

notion of the performative for literary critics goes far beyond that of such

explicit formulae. Austin introduces the notion as a critique of the ten-

dency of his colleagues, analytical philosophers, to assume that the busi-

ness oflanguage is to describe a state ofaffairs or to state a fact, and that

other sorts of utterances should be regarded as emotive, or pseudo-

statements. It is natural to go on to ask, Austin writes, whether many ap-

parently pseudo-statements really set out to be statements at all, and he

proposes the distinction between constative utterances? which make a

statement and are true or false, and another class of utterances which are
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not true or false and which actually perform the action to which they refer:

performatives. To say t'I warn you not to eat that" is not to describe a state

of affairs but to perform the act ofwarning.

In "Signature Event Context" and other articles,Jacques Derridats en-

gagement with Austin makes explicit what is scarcely evident in Austin's

more narrowly drawn specification of the performative: the link of the con-

cept of performative language to the creative power of language and to

the problem of origination in general." Austin's titleis How to Do Things

with Words, but his account could be taken to imply that we do things

with words when we gather ourselves to perform a public, authorized

act, according to socially stipulated rules, whereas in fact we act through

language in singular yet iterable ways all the time. Performative acts may

originate or inaugurate, create something new.

Although Austin excludes literature from the domain of analysis as fun-

damentally nonserious, literary theorists have welcomed the notion ofper-

formative language because it describes a particular kind of linguistic

practice into which literature might flt. Against the traditional model,

which sees language as essentially making statements about what is the

case and makes literary discourse marginal and derivative, a set of
pseudo-assertions onl¡ Austin's account provides an alternative for the

active, creative functioning of language: language as act rather than

representation. Literary discourse can take its place among performative

linguistic practices that bring into being that to which they refer or accom-

plish that ofwhich they speak-creative and world-changing modes oflan-

guage. The theory of performative language acknowledges this linguistic

mode, so central to literary value.

Since literary criticism involves attending to what literary language does

as much as to what it says, critics have found the idea of performative lan-

guage valuable for characterizing literary discourse, especially that offic-
tion.'2 The fictional sentence does not refer to a prior state of affairs and

is not true or false. Just as an act of appointing-c'I appoint you three as

a committee to consider this problem"-brings into being the entit¡
the committee, to which it refers, so a novel performatively brings into

being what it purports to describe. The beginning ofJoyce's Ul2sses,

"Stately plump Buck Mulligan came from the stairhead bearing a bowl
of lather on which a mirror and a razor lay crossedr" does not refer to

some prior state of affairs but creates this character and this situation.
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This sort of performative power is important for literary studies, but

Austin s theory raises more problems than it solves and requires modifi-

cation if it is to be truly useful, especially for a theory of the lyric. If the

notion of the performative is seen as a solution to the status ofliterary dis-

course rather than as a problem requiring further investigation, it risks

distracting critics' attention from more important concerns'

First, if all literary discourse is performative by convention, because it

is literature and not a set of propositions, then the notion of the perfor-

mative becomes less useful for talking about particular works or parts of

works which, by virtue of especially artful construction, se€m success-

fully to enact what they delineate. Although the potential selÊreflexivity

of all literature has become something of a credo since the days of the New

Criticism, critics still feel that it counts as an accomplishment for the lit-

erary work to enact or bring about what it purports to describe, and es-

pecially that it counts as an accomplishment for the critic to explain how

this happens. we have an interest in distinguishing, therefore, between a

an alleged general performativity ofliterature and its special achievements)

such as that of Sappho's "Ode to Aphrodite," discussed in Chapter r, where

a request to Aphrodite to appear is formulated so as to create the impres-

sion that she is doing so. Though it is indeed tempting to conceive oflit-

erature as fundamentally performative and, therefore, to make the goal

of critical analysis the elucidation ofliterary performaiivity (showing how

the poem does whai it says), we should bracket the notion of a general per-

formativity of literature, in order to retain some distinctiveness for genu-

inely performative effects'

second, if the general performativity of literature is best illustrated by

its creation of fictional characters and events-the bringing into being for

literarypurposes ofcharacters and situations that did notpreviously exist-

then this performativity is closely linked to fictionalit¡ as my example of

the opening or uþsses suggests. while treatises on poetics often cite sir

Philip Sidney's dictum that the poet "nothing affirmeth and therefore never

lyeth,,, a poetics of the lyric should resist such blanket claims. As I have

stressed, flctionality does have a restricted place in lyric, in tension with

its ritual character, but flction is not the general mode of being of lyric.

Many poems make claims about the world-claims which readers and even

their authors mayjudge to be false.s3 Käte Hamburger rightly treats lyric

not as world-creating fiction but as real-world utterance) albeit of a special
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kind. It would therefore be wrong to embrace for lyric a notion of per-

formativity correlated with fictionality. The epideictic element of lyric,
which certainly involves language as action but not of a fictionalizing kind,
is central to the lyric tradition: it includes not just praise or blame but
the many statements of value, statements about the world that suffuse

lyric of the past and the present, from Sappho's claim that what is most
important is what one loves, to Larkin's "They fuck you up, your mum
and dad . . ." Lyrics do not in general performatively create a fictional uni-
verse, as novels are said to do, but make claims (quite possibly figurative

ones) about our world. Keats's "Ode to a Nightingale" does not posit a

fictional universe in which people talk to birds but articulates desires in
our world.

A further problem is what counts as success for the performative. In
Austin's account, performatives are not true or false but felicitous or in-
felicitous. If I order you to open the window you are likely to say to me,
ttYou can't order me about"; or if I promise you that the United Nations

will take possession of chemical weapons, you will point out that I am not
in a position to make any such promise. These are both causes of infe-

licity. Are there comparable causes of infelicity in a poem? Austin's ac-

count of the performative would lead one to ask of an alleged literary per-

formative whether it is felicitous or infelicitous, and here lies a difficult
question. Could a poem be infelicitous because I have no authority as a

poet, just as I lack the authority to command you? Or is the felicity of a

poetic element a matter of successfully fitting into the work, enabling the

poem to establish itself and live and function as a poem? If so it is related
to the sort of literary functionality that critics have long sought to eluci-
date. In that case, the notion ofperformativity would not contribute a great

deal to literary criticism, which already has effective ways of discussing
an element's contribution to the effect of the whole. But Austin's concept
of the performative seeks to put language back into a social context of
use, as opposed to a decontextualized analysis oftruth or falsity ofprop-
ositions. Perhaps, then, one should say that literary discourse achieves

felicity only insofar as it is published, received as literature, disseminated,
inscribed in memor¡ and repeated by others in acts of reading.

The fact that we have difficulty deciding what would make a literary
work felicitous or infelicitous indicates that Austin's theory of performa-
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tive utterance may create more problems than it solves and does not pro-

vide the best framework for thinking about the nature of the lyric. It seems

preferable to reserve the termþerformatiae for more particular level of suc-

cess, for the special cases whereby a poem succeeds in bringing about what

it describes. Some poetic statements, as I have noted, do this. Let us, there-

fore, save the notion performative language for the special structural eÊ

frcacy or successful formulation in a work, as in Sappho or Goethe, where

without an explicitperformative construction, the poem seems to accom-

plish what it names.

Tn How to Do Things with Words, as Austin explores the opposition

between performative and constative utterances? he recognizes the diffi-

culties of identifying two separate classes of utterance: sentences with a

constative form and without performative verbs, such as ttThere is a bull

in this field," may accomplish the act of warning, and uttering a true or

false statement ("The cat is on the mat") is to perform the act of stating

(it could be rephrased as "I hereby state that the cat is on the mat," which

accomplishes the act in question). Consequentl¡ he modifres his account

and instead oftwo classes ofutterances he distinguishes three aspects of

any speech act: the locutionar2 act (ofproducing a given utterance), the

illocutionarl act (the act I perform iz speaking this u¿terance in partic-

ular circumstances), and þerlocutiona'r) act (acts that I may accomplish

as a result ofthe illocutionary act). In uttering the sentence 
('I promise to

come tomorrow," I perform the illocutionary act of promising (a perfor-

mative) and may perform the perlocutionary act of reassuring you, or in

some circumstances, threatening you, and so on. The illocutionary acts

(the domain of the performative) depend upon social conventions and do

not require special ingenuity: it is not difficult to promise or to warn or

to state. But "perlocutionary acts," writes Stanley Cavell, "make room for,

and reward, imagination and virtuosity . . . Illocutionary acts do not in

general make such room. I do not in general wonder how I might make a

promise, or a gift, or apologize or render a verdict. But to persuade you

may take considerable thought, to insinuate as much as console may re-

quire tact, to seduce or confuse you may take talent."sa One disadvantage

of the notion of the performative is that if it leads us to celebrate the

performative character ofliterature, as a simple consequence of the con-

ventions of literary discourse, we risk neglecting the more important
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perlocutionary effects that poets are seeking to achieve by virtue ofpro-
ducing a text that performatively establishes itself as a poem: effects such as

moving readers, provoking reflection, leading them to act differently-all
perlocutionary consequences that cannot be predicted. The most im-
portant acts a poem performs are likely to be those not entailed by it.

In a discussion of rhetoric and philosoph¡ ancient and modern, Bar-

bara Cassin, seeking the appropriate modern translation for eþideixis,
praises Austin's move from the performative/constative distinction to the

categories of the illocutionary and the perlocutionary: "this is where we

pass beyoncl the performative, stricto senszL te a performativity broadened

out to performance" and where we see the importance of considering
speech as performance rather than strictly performative. Despite the plu-
rivocity of the term þerformance in both English and French, "perfor-
mance" is cloubtless the best translation of eþideixis: díscourse conceived

as an act, aiming to persuade, to move, to innovate.s5

Restricting the notion of the performative to illocutionary effects, ef-

fects achieved in sayingsomething in particular, we can discuss directly
what Austin calls perlocutionary effects, without worrying about "felicity',
or the general structure ofAustin's theory of language. What sorts of ef-

fects clo poems have? I glancingly referred to one sort of effect in citing
Thibaudet's claim about Baudelaire's "A une passante" (Chapter r): that
the final line has entered the social imaginary and is repeated by strolling
Parisians, helping them imagine the erotic and melancholic potential of
anonymous metropolitan encounters. In "Che cos'è la poesia," Derrida
approaches poetry in these terms, as what strives to be memorable, to live
in memory: " Apprends moipar coeur,'dit le poème" (t'Learn me byheart|,
says the poem). "The poetic,t' Derrida writes, "would be what you de-

sire to learn but from the other, thanks to the other, ancl under dictation
from tlre otlrer, by heart, imþarare a memoria.." The poem addresses you-
"learn me by heart, copy out, watch over and preserve me." The lyric, by
its formal patterning and mode of address, asks to be learned by heart,
even ifthat seldom happens; its efficacy depends upon its success in making
its words memorable, having them remembered. And Derrida,s text calls

"poemt' notjust that which asks to be learned by heart but "that which
learns or teaches us the heart, which invents the heart.',36 Sometimes this
happens; poems can do this; but often it does not: at this level the poem,s
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efficacy is not be given by virtue of the poem's formulations but depends

on the ways in which its performance is received' It is far better-certainly

more accurate-to think of the poem as performance, which may or may

not be efficacious, rather than as a performative, which is supposed to

bring about, by convention, that ofwhich it speaks.

The notion of the performative has the great virtue for a theory of lit-

erature offoregrounding language as act rather than representation, but,

beyond that, the performative is the name of a problem, not a solution to

the question of the status ofliterary discourse. We seem, in sum, to have

four different cases. First, there is a general performativity linked to the

conventional character ofliterary discourse, which could be said to bring

into being that which it describes. This applies especially to fictional dis-

course. The basic performativity of the lyric is different, and so a second

case: not the creation of a fictional world but the simple event of estab-

lishing itself, constituting itself as a lyric. At this level-which is of little

interest because it applies so broadly-the performativitv of individual el-

ements of the poem consists in their contribution to the overall effect of

the poem. The third case, to which I propose to restrict the notion of the

performative, is the poem's success in bringing about what it describes,

as when Sappho's superb lyric craftsmanship creat€s the effect ofmaking

Aphrodite respond. The fourth case, which we do better to call "perfor-

mance" rather than the performative, is the lyric action or lyric event, the

poem's functioning in the world. The lyric performance succeeds as it acts

iterably through repeated readings, makes itselfmemorable. The consum-

mate success is, ironicall¡ to become a commonplace? to enter the lan-

guage and the social imaginar¡ to help give us a world to inhabit: "Créer

un poncif, c'est le génie. Je dois créer un poncif," wrote Baudelaire ("To

create a cliché is genius. I must create a cliché").3t The poet's ultimate suc-

cess would be for an original formulation to become a cliché, which is the

mark of Shakespeare's preeminence. While I believe it is valuable to pre-

serve the notion of the performative character of lyric for the third case,

it is more crucial to explore the performance or perlocutionary efficacies

of lyric discourse, its epideictic function as articulator of memorable

formulations. Much of its success depends, as I have suggested, on the

ritualistic aspects of lyric, to which I now turn, with discussions of
rþthm and sound patterns and then of lyric address.


